LEAP is a non-residential seven-week program that runs weekdays from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

Tuition for 2015: $2200

LEAP@CMU is a summer enrichment program run by the Carnegie Mellon School of Computer Science since 1991.

JUNE 22 - AUGUST 7, 2015

All local area high school (and occasional middle school) students are encouraged to APPLY!

Through special classes and guest faculty presentations, students discover the exciting and vast possibilities of computer science.

Students LEAP ahead ten years in their understanding as they are exposed to the frontiers of computer science research.

Students interact with notable scientists, visit cool, leading-edge local companies and dive into their own projects. They emerge with a vivid overview of Computer Science at Carnegie Mellon.

For detailed information or on-line registration please visit our website

HTTP://WWW.CS.CMU.EDU/~LEAP

Questions? Contact us at:
LEAP@CMU.EDU
412.268.9497

...this helped to open my eyes to this field and helped me to figure out what career I wanted...

All Leap Candidates Must take an "INTERESTING Test" a collection of FUN puzzles, brain-teasers and mathematical problems which may be unfamiliar to most high school students.

DO NOT FRET!

You will be intrigued by the experience.

VISIT THE WEBSITE FOR TEST DATES